EVA-protocol – A monitoring instrument to assess capacity building in setting-based approaches

The aim of the EVA-protocol is to document the development of specific capacities ("capacity building") in newly founded participatory stakeholder groups (e.g. round tables, working groups, cooperative planning groups …).

This protocol allows to monitor capacity building over time and is suitable for participatory stakeholder groups, ...
- which come together on a regular basis
- which follow a participatory approach, i.e. all participants can equally participate and influence decisions
- which are moderated by an (external) expert
- which intend to operate independently (without experts) in the long run.

The EVA-protocol enables (facilitating) researcher to describe the process of a group, e.g. over the course of several months - how the stakeholder group organizes itself as a group, whether it is possible to actively involve all participants, whether problem-solving skills, networking and resource acquisition can be established, so that the group can work without experts.

The EVA-protocol should be filled out by a moderator, (facilitating) researcher or observing person who is regularly attending the meetings.

The EVA-protocol was so far specifically used for health promotion projects on physical activity, but can also be applied to other topics such as nutrition, mental health etc.

Below you find previous studies which used the instrument:


Note on how to fill out: The EVA-protocol is best to be filled out after each stakeholder group meeting to ensure a longitudinal documentation. To improve objectivity, it is recommended that the protocol should be completed by two people who can discuss their subjective impressions based on the protocol's dimensions.